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1) You have fully optimised your work time! 

- You’ve identified exactly where to spend most of your time in your 
pharmacy for maximum results so you stay ‘results focused’ 
rather than ‘reaction driven’. 

 

   

   

 
2) You’ve built a super motivated team! 

- All your staff have a high level of product knowledge and a good 
solid base of sales skills that are ‘non-pushy’ but professional 
enough to help customers with the right solution and also increase 
sales volume. 

 

   

   

 
3) You’ve created a caring commercial culture! 

- The vision of your entire team and pharmacy mission is about 
contributing to your community and not just business revenue. 
 

   

 
4) You understand your customers’ needs better than they do and 

anticipate all their needs in advance! 
- It’s important you have strategic conversations with your staff to 

ensure they identify your customers’ true needs and then fulfil 
those needs with integrity. This is done by sincerely resonating 
with them so they trust you, take your advice, buy more and 
receive more value from your pharmacy than any of your 
competitors. Making sales effortless. 

   

 
5) You’ve built a SOLID base of raving loyal customers! 

- Generally, 20% of your customer base provide 80% of your 
revenue. You've identified this 20% and have nurtured those 
relationships so well that both sales AND value to the customer is 
maximized, including referrals.    

   

 
6) Your team maximises your sales by selling gracefully and 

ethically! 
- Your staff clearly understands your key customers and how to 

instantly build rapport and trust with them. They are totally 
congruent with offering additional products and services to add 
value thereby increasing your sales exponentially. 
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7) You have identified all the products and services that are 

compelling to your customers!   
- You’ve created a value proposition so accurate to your customers’ 

needs that they trust and rely on your particular pharmacy's 
expertise to identify and fulfil their health requirements 

   

 
8) You have a successful strategic marketing funnel that brings a 

flood of new customers consistently into your pharmacy!   
- Some marketing funnels work better than others and always 

require updating as markets change. You‘ve tested and measured 
various different marketing strategies and created the best 
formula that works for your current target audience.  

   

 
9) All your work flow processes and systems have been fine-tuned 

to create excellent efficiency! 
- When your systems and processes are not streamlined, it puts a 

toll on both you AND your pharmacy’s activities. Review your 
current processes to significantly CUT DOWN on unnecessary 
time requirements so you maximise your profitability and personal 
freedom. 

   

   

 
10)  You have an up-to-date 12 month business plan complete with 

goals and action points that you and your staff follow!   
- This is a big one. When everyone knows what they should do, 

how and when, you increase the overall results and ROI in your 
pharmacy substantially. You’ll be surprised how much time is 
wasted on sub-optimal work roles and general delegation.  
 

   

 

To Do List…  
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Strategy Session for Pharmacy Owners Who Want 

to Take Their Pharmacy to the Next Level!  
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